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The -fundamental .-principles by. which I have been guided in explaining
what literary forms arid how they originte, have come to.thê slowly in
the. coure of much thinking, about the matter directly. -I am not aware of
haviii béèn- ihfluenced by'r'e-cent'' 1iteraturè ori the theory of literary forms,
except for the writings of Croce, G. LukacS, (Die TheoriedesRomg.Berlin,
1920), and R. IC. Hack(below, 'note ii) especially. 11ow that I have 'begun
to read more in the field of general literary theory, lam pleased to dis
cover, on Jo6k1ngi.ntoan excellent and comprehensive book on the subject
(R..Wellek and A. .Warren,, Theoryof Literpture,2 (New" york, 1948)),,.,,that my
positive views are sbare& to some extent by literary critics of recent times,
and that many. of these critics have, rejected, as I do, the, old. concepts of
litear'y la istoy which were shaped on the analOgy, of biological' evolution.

p.11 Theyconcéntx'ate on the ±'ocessof creation 'and the materials used, while

ignoring or taking for granted (as though it were 'something unimportant' that could

be assumed for any. ne or'place) the idea that mot iv.tes it. All they' ask' is

how the things made, not why, nor what for, nor 'whether it was wanted or' not at

the time, orhów--much it was w5,nted.' Human will by' their~way of thinking is not

worth reckoning with, becus' it 'is immaterial, áword to which our age has given

the meaning of inconsequential'. i'Tothini spiritu1 or- teleological matters; only

the techniques and the materials by which things are made are felt to be worthy of

the scientist's atténti-Or-. - In this atmosphere -'of thought 'one is led. to infer that

men living in the tirne of Ueucalion would gladly' have written tragedies and novels

if they ha&'oniy known how, and. that, owing to their presumable want of inventive

ability and -their inoranceof technique, on4ly an accident cOmparable to tht by

which roast pig was discovered- (according to Lahb) could have taught them how, and so

startedthem on the road to prod.uction. These critics not to dismiss them just

yet - thin of alitè1ary species as having come into being in much the same way as

a biological species, namely, through'a long series of/evolutionary accidents.

Mistakenly,' they, look, for ttconnect ing links," "forerunners," and 11 intermediate

stages':of.deve1opment° They t'ry to see how the' parts or! (elements"' of which a'

literary from is composed were put together one at a time tural1y (which' is to

say aimlessly), in such a way as to produce n the end the form as they know it or

choose to conceive it.
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